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ĐỀ 1 – PHÒNG GD&ĐT BÌNH GIANG 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 

 

I. Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently.  

1. A. pan         B. match           C. lamp            D. save 

2. A. safety      B. electricity      C. myself         D. anything 

3. A. tiger       B. fire               C. stripe           D. prince 

4. A. door       B. foolish           C. choose        D. soon 

5. A. chore      B. school             C. kitchen       D. choose 

II. Choose the best option marked A, B, C or D to complete each sentence.  

1. I’ll see you _______- Wednesday. 

A. on          B. in           C. at           D. between 

2. Ba does the homework ________, nobody helps him. 

A. hisself          B. myself         C. himself         D. herself 

3. The sun ______- in the east and sets in the west. 

A. rise           B. rises           C. rising          D. rose 

4. Nga’s grandmother used _______- in Hue when she was young. 

A. live           B. to live          C. living          D. lives 

5. “Why is Nam absent today ?” – “ __________- he was sick.” 

A. So           B. But           C. And           D. Because 

6. Miss Jackson said you _______- work harder on your Spanish pronunciation. 

A. should          B. ought          C. have to          D. will 

7. I _______- to school by bus last year. 

A. will go          B. go           C. went           D. am going 

8. She isn’t _______- to be in my class. 

A. enough age          B. enough old          C. age enough          D. old enough 
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III. Read the passage carefully then decide whether the following statements are true (T) 

or false (F).  

Peter had a letter form his sister yesterday. She lives in Nigeria. In her letter, she said that 

she was coming to England next month. If she comes, she will get a surprise. Peter is now 

living in a beautiful new house in the country. The house was completed five months ago. 

In his letter, he said that, he wanted her to stay with his family. The house has many large 

rooms and there is a lovely garden. It is a modern house. So it looks strange to some people. 

It must be the only modern house in the district. 

1. Peter lives in Nigeria.   

2. His sister’s coming to England next month.   

3. Peter’s new house is in the city.   

4. The house has many large rooms and there is a lovely garden. 

IV. Read the passage carefully then answer the questions below.  

Once upon a time, there was a girl called Cinderella who did all the work in the kitchen 

while her lazy sisters did nothing. One night her sisters went to a festival at the palace. 

Cinderella was left at home, feeling very sad. After a time a fairy appeared and told 

Cinderella that she could go to the festival, but she had to return home by midnight. So she 

went to the festival in a beautiful dress. She danced with the prince, but at midnight she ran 

back home, leaving one of her shoes on the dance floor. The prince wanted to see her again 

and went to every house in the capital until he found that the shoe was the right size for 

Cinderella. The prince and Cinderella were married and lived happily ever after. 

1.Where did Cinderella’s sisters go one night? 

2. Who appeared and helped Cinderella go to the festival? 

3. Did Cinderella dance with the prince at the ball? 

V. Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the 

sentence printed before it.  

1. Minh should study harder for his exam. 

Minh ought ……………………………… 

2. My sister felt sick yesterday, so she stayed at home. 

Because ………………………………… 

3. She is very young, she can’t drive a car. 
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She isn’t ……………………………………. 

VI. Rearrange the jumbled words to make meaningful sentences.  

1. here/ between/ came /8 a.m. and 9 a.m. / they 

→…………………………………………….. 

2. different/ language learners/ ways/ learn/ words/ in. 

→………………..…………………………… 
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ĐỀ 2 – PHÒNG GD&ĐT DUY TIÊN 

Time allowed: 60 minutes 

 

I. Circle the word that has underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. safe  B. refrigerator C. market          D. dangerous 

2. A. pens  B. parks  C. rulers                 D. schools 

3. A. worked  B. stopped  C. washed              D. wanted 

4. A. these  B. brother  C. think                  D. that 

II. Circle the best answer 

1. Jack is………………. His jokes often make his friends laugh a lot. 

A. generous    B. humorous    C. easy-going           D. unusual 

2. I’m sorry. I’m not………………..…to help you lift the table. 

A. enough strong   B. too strong  C. strong enough    D. enough strength. 

3. We used to wash clothes by hand. Now we have a…………………..…. 

A. washing machine B. dishwasher     C. hair dryer            D. steamer 

4. She went to market without………. anything. 

A. buy      B. to buy        C. bought           D. buying 

5. They …………………..Da Lat last summer. 

A. visited           B. will visit               C. visit                 D. have visited 

6. She likes watching the stars …………………….night. 

A. on           B. for                        C. in                         D. at 

7. She will have to cook dinner……………… 

A. herself  B. himself               C. yourself             D. ourselves 

8. We are close friends but we have different …………. 

A. sense of humors B. appearances      C. characters          D. jokes 

III. Give the correct tense form of the verbs in each sentence 
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1. The sun always (rise)……… in the east. Look, it (rise)………………! 

2. Would you like (join) ……………………….. my class next Sunday? 

3. We (visit) ………………………. the local museum next week. 

IV. Give the correct form of the words in the bracket.  

1. You must read the following …………………….. precautions carefully . ( safe) 

2. Nam is very ………………………..………… and kind .(social) 

3. Bell experimented with ways of transmitting ……..… over a long distance ( speak) 

4. After his parents died, he was sent to an (orphan)……………………… 

V. Circle one underlined word or phrase that must be changed. 

1. My teacher has a oval face with curly hair. 

2. The test isn’t enough easy for us to finish. 

3. Although we live far from each other, both of us is close friends. 

4. There are many books, but you ought buy some from the bookshop. 

VI. Read the passage then answer the questions.  

Michael Jackson was born in Indiana, USA on 29th August 1958. He was the son of Kathy 

Jackson and Joe Jackson. Michael was one of 9 children, 6 boys and 3 girls. His parents 

taught all of the children to play musical instruments and they formed a band, The Jackson 

Five. They became famous in the Chicago in 1969.The first solo album of Michael was 

“Off the Wall” in 1979. It was the best seller and four tracks from the album were Top Ten 

hits. 

1. Was Michael Jackson born in England? 

2. Who were his parents? 

3. Did he have any brothers? 

4. What was his first solo album? 

VII. Read the following passage and choose the best answer.  

Hi! My name is John. I live in Liverpool. Liverpool is a large ctiy in the north of England. 

I live with my parents, my two brothers and my sister. We live in a large house. 
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In our house, there is a big kitchen, a dining room, a large living room, and a toilet. There 

is also a separate room for our washing machine and freezer. Upstairs there are five 

bedrooms, two bathrooms, and another toilet. Outside, there is a large garden. There are 

two garages. 

1. Where does John live? 

a. In England     b. In Wales           c. In Scotland                   d. In France 

2. How many people are there in John’s family? 

a. 4        b. 5        c. 6         d. 7 

3. Dining room is the room in the house where you ………. . 

a. usually relax in comfortable chairs     b. eat meals 

c. cook food and wash dishes.    d. wash your body 

4. Which of the following is not true? 

a. John’s family live in a large house.  

b. John’s house is big but doesn’t have any garden. 

b. The kitchen in John’s house is big. 

d. John’s house has two garages. 

VIII. Using the words to make sentences  

1. They/ used/ live/ farm/ when / they/ young 

2. We/ not go/ school/ Sunday. 

3. My daughter /long/ blond / hair . 

4. Nga / be / strong/ enough/ do / this work. 

IX. Complete the second sentences without changing the meaning of the first sentences.  

1. The front yard is too small  to play soccer in 

The front yard isn’t ……….……..………………………………………… 

2. I had a cat once , but I don’t have any more 

I used …………………………………….………………………………… 
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ĐỀ 3 – TRƯỜNG THCS KHÁNH HƯNG 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 

 

I. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 

1. She wasn’t old enough…………..in my class 

          A. be                               B.being                      C. to be      

2. He’ll come ……….to pick  you ………….... 

          A. on-in               B. over-on                        C. over-up 

3. Would you like ……….......a message? 

          A. to leave                     B. leave                      C. leaving                

4. Her parents ………………. T.V now.                                

     A. is watching               B. are watching            C. watch 

5. The boy has to finish the work…………. 

         A. herself                        B. himself                    C. itself        

 6. We ought ……….the wardrobe in the corner opposite  the bed. 

        A. put                               B. to put                        C. putting                   

 7. He is not ……….........get married. 

        A. enough old to             B. enough old for              C. old enough to  

 8. Alexander Graham Bell…………….on March 3 

       A. born                             B. was born                     C. is born 

9. My father used to………….swimming in summer. 

      A. go                                  B. goes                            C. went 

10. I often play soccer……………Sunday afternoon. 

     A. in                                   B. at                               C. on 

11. Don’t come in. Please wait ………… for your turn. 

     A. inside                           B. downstairs             C. outside                  
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12. Next year ,Mr Phong ........................in Da Lat .                                  

      A. will live                         B. lives                 C. lived         

 

II. Read the passage carefully, then answer the questions  

Do you have any close friends? I think everybody at least has one close friend in their life. 

And so do I. I have two close friends, Hanh and Mai .We were in the same class at the 

primary school, and then secondary school .We are also neighbors, so we spend most of 

our time learning and playing together. Hanh is a beautiful girl with big black eyes and an 

oval rosy face .She is an intelligent student who is always at the top of the class. She likes 

reading, and she often goes to the library whenever she has free time .Mai isn’t as beautiful 

as Hanh, but she has a lovely smile and looks very healthy. Mai is very sporty. She spends 

most of her free time playing sports. Mai is a volleyball star of our school. Her jokes always 

make me laugh. I love both of my friends and I always  hope our  friendship will never die. 

1. Does the author have any close friends? 

…………………………………………………………………… 

2. What does Hanh look  like? 

……………………………………………………………………. 

3. What does she often do in her free time? 

……………………………………………………………………. 

4. Is Mai more beautiful than Hanh? 

 ……………………………………………………………………. 

5. Which sport does Mai play in the school team? 

…………………………………………………………………… 

 

III. Rewrite the following sentences without changing the original meanings.( 1.M) 

1. Peter is  young . He can’t see the horror film 

Peter is not …………………………………………….. 

2. Her hair is long and black. 

She has ………………………………………………….. 
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IV. Put the verbs in the correct tenses or forms.  

1. Mrs Trang (go)…..........……. to work by bus yesterday. 

2. The moon (move) ….................................... around the Earth. 

3. We ( have) ……………… a party next Sunday. 
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ĐỀ 4 – PHÒNG GD&ĐT VIỆT YÊN 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 

 

I. Choose the word having the underlined letters pronounced differently  

1. A. how               B. hour                C. humorous           D. hair 

2. A. visited            B. heated                 C. locked                 D. corresponded 

3. A. generous          B. reserved              C. device            D. experiment 

4. A. study              B. music                  C. fun                     D. subject  

II. Choose the best answer  

1. It is really a difficult test but we will try to do it ______ 

A. ourself                     B. ourselves                        C. itself                      D. itselves 

2. You are too thin. You ______ to eat more. 

A. ought                        B. has                                 C. should                    D. must 

3. We live in a house ______ to the store 

A. on                             B. in                                    C. under                     D. next 

4. Would you like ______ a message ? 

A.  leave                         B. to leave                          C. leaving                  D. to leaving 

5. My father has a good ______ of  humor , so everyone likes to talk to him. 

A. feeling                        B. sense                             C. knowledge            D. memory 

6. A: Is she going to drive a car?   B: No, she’s ______ 

A. not enough old to drive a car                   B. enough not old to drive a car 

C. not old enough to drive a car                   D. enough old to drive a car 

III. Give the correct form of the verbs 

1. The sun ( rise ) in the East and sets in the west..                             

2. I’m going (tell) my parents about the result of my exam.          

3. What time (you / go ) to the market tomorrow ?.                                                  
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4. Last night , my children (make ) a lot of noise , so I couldn’t sleep.     

IV. Give the correct form of the words in brackets 

1. I am______ to have a friend like you. (luck)            

2. My brother like reading and he has got a lot of ______ book (interest)     

3. My parents enjoys the ______ of the countryside. (peaceful)          

4. Alexander is the _____ of the telephone .  (invent)       

V. Read and answer the questions 

Peter is my pen pal. He is fifteen years old. He lives in a house in London. He has lived 

there for ten years. He is an excellent student. He always works hard at school and gets 

good marks. He loves learning Vietnamese in his free time. He often practices writing 

letters in Vietnamese. Sometimes he helps me to correct my writing, and I help him to 

correct his spelling mistakes. Next summer, he is going to visit Ho Chi Minh City with his 

family. I’m expecting to see him. 

1. Where does he live?  

2. What does he like doing in his free time? 

3.. Does he often practice Vietnamese by writing and reading?  

4. Where is he going to do next summer ? 

VI. Complete the passage with the suitable words in the box 

          interesting        visit        because          and        neighbor       autumn  

Lan was Hoa’s next-door (1)…….in Bac Giang. She is very beautiful. She has big brown 

eyes and a lovely smile. Last summer ,she went to Da Lat  to (2)………Hoa. They traveled 

around the city and saw a lot of (3)  ………….places such as waterfalls, flower gardens. 

Hoa likes living in Da Lat. Lan also likes  living   there........(4)......... Da Lat  is a very 

beautiful place and quiet . Lan is going to visit Hoa next summer and she will be there 

during the summer.  

VII. Use the following words to write meaningful sentences  

1.Why / not / he / go / movie theater / last night ? 

2. We/ enjoy/ tell/ jokes. 

3. I/ going/ see/ John/ tonight. 

4. She/ often/ have/ short holiday/ Christmas. 
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VIII. Write the second sentence so that it has a same meaning as the first  

1. Tom wasn’t hard-working. He couldn’t get good marks. 

=> Tom wasn’t ………………………………….…… 

2. Her hair is long and black. 

=> She has …………………………………………… 

3. My father smoked a lot 5 years ago but now he gives it up. 

=> My father used........................................................ 

4. Swimming across this river is dangerous. 

=> It is ………………………………………………… 
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ĐỀ 5 – TRƯỜNG THCS YÊN PHƯƠNG 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 

 

I. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently 

from the rest. 

1.  A. tiger    B. fire            C. stripe        D. prince                                           

2.  A. graze           B. past        C. tale          D. name 

3.  A. folder       B. cover       C. mobile    D. wardrobe 

4.  A. drug              B. cupboard  C. sure         D. buffalo 

5.  A. looked          B. happened C. appeared  D. tied 

II. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 

6. Mark__________ long hair when he was a teenager. 

A. had          B. have             C. has            D. was having 

7. Many people wear new clothes__________ Easter too. 

A. in                         B. at                 C. on                      D. when 

8. I ___________ gardening, but I don’t have time for it now. 

A. use to enjoy       B. use to enjoying     C. used to enjoy        D. used to enjoying 

9. Look!Namis playing very well. He ____________ 

A. is winning          B. is going to win C. will win                 D. wins 

10. He spends most of his time___________ charity work. 

A. did                      B.  do                          C. doing                     D. does 

11. We’ll organize a party ____________ May 27th. 

A. between             B. in                            C. on                           D. at 

III. Choose the words or phrases that are not correct in Standard English. 

1. Late at Christmas Eve, Santa comes down the chimney and puts presents under the tree. 

2. My sister uses to play tennis a lot but she doesn’t play very often now. 

3. How could you be so cruel with someone who never did you any harm? 
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4. Mozart start composing at the age of five and wrote more than 600 pieces of music. 

5. I used to live on the farm when I am a small boy. 

IV. Complete the passage below by using the words in the box. 

Shop  get  help   parents  flowers 

I (1)_______up at 6 every morning and help my dad. He has a flowers (2)_______ so he 

has to be at the flower market by four. Then when he comes we unload all the (3) 

_______into the shop. I usually take telephone orders for him so he knows what he has to 

deliver that day. Then I make a cup of tea for my mum while she’s still in bed, get my 

breakfast and go to school. On the weekend I work in the shop on Saturday and (4) 

_______my mother and arrange the flowers in the church on Sunday. Then on Sunday I go 

to church in the morning and the evening with my (5) ________. 

V. Read the following passage and choose the item (A, B, C, or D) that best answers each 

of the questions about it. 

Once upon a time, there is a girl called Little Red Riding Hood, because of the red hood 

she always wears. The girl walks through the woods to give her grandmother some food. 

A wolf wants to eat the girl but is afraid to do so in public (sometimes there are woodcutters 

watching). So, he suggests the girl to pick some flowers, which she does. After that, he 

goes to the grandmother’s house. He eats the grandmother, and waits for the girl, disguised 

as the grandmother. When the girl arrives, he eats her too. A woodcutter, however, comes 

to the house and cuts the wolf open. Little Red Riding Hood and her grandmother come 

out unharmed. 

1. Why is the girl called Little Red Riding Hood? 

A. Because she likes red.                         B. Because she always wears a red hood. 

C. Because she is little.                            D. no information 

2. What does the phrase “in public” in line 4 mean? 

A. in the woods                                         B. immediately 

C. when other people are there                 D. soon 

3. What does the word “He” in line 5 refer to? 

A. the woodcutter                                      B. the wolf 

C. the girl’s grandfather                            D. no information 

4. Little Red Riding Hood ____________ . 
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A. walks through the woods                     

B. wants to give her grandmother some food 

C. picks some flowers                               

D. all are correct 

5. Which of the following is not true? 

A. The wolf gives Little Red Riding Hood some flowers. 

B. Sometimes, there are woodcutters in the wood. 

C. A woodcutter saves the girl and her grandmother. 

D. The girl and her grandmother are not dead. 

VI. Arrange the following words into a complete sentence. 

1. We / study / ought / harder / to. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. The weather / enough / fine / is / for them / a picnic / to have / in the countryside. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. Mr Nam/ in / now / his office/ is. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. They / going / to / are / see / a movies / tonight. 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. Alexander Graham Bell / in 1876  / introduced / the telephone 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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ĐỀ 6 – TRƯỜNG THCS LÊ QUÝ ĐÔN 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 

 

I. Circle the best answer  

1. Who repaired the bicycle for you? - Nobody. I repaired it…………. 

A. itself                     B. myself               C. yourself          D. himself 

2.  …………….does your new English teacher look like?  - She’s tall and thin. 

A. How               B. Who               C. What                     D. Which 

3. We can find the ………………… under the sink in the kitchen. 

A. armchair               B. cushion          C. bookshelf              D. saucepan 

4. When were you born? – I was born …………. November 8th  2000. 

A. to                    B. on                          C. at                   D. in 

5. Ms Jackson said Tim………….harder on his Spanish pronunciation. 

A. ought to worked                                      C. ought to working             

B. should work                                             D. should working 

6. Can I speak to Mary, please? -……………………………… 

A. Keep the phone   B. Wait the phone     C. Hold on                 D. Stay there ten minutes 

7. Yesterday Tim’s mother received a ………….from his teacher. 

A. card report            B. call report             C. report card       D. report call 

8. After her father died, Little Pea ………….do chores all day. 

A. had to                    B. have to                  C. don’t have to        D. doesn’t have 

9. Should we put all the dangerous objects out of children’s…………………..…..? 

A.  knives                  B. feet                         C. reach                    D. beads 

10. His ………..……….. always makes people laugh. 

A.  sense of humor  B. quite                        C. reserved                D. shy 

II. Give the correct form of verbs in brackets.  
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1. Let’s (meet)………………….outside the garden of the club. 

2. The sun (rise)…………….……. in the east and sets in the west. 

3. What (be )………………….the weather like yesterday? – It was cloudy and rainy. 

4. After dinner Mom (light)………………….and Dad used to tell us stories. 

5. What …………. Nga ………… (play) at present? She is playing the violin in the living 

room. 

6. Peter just bought a novel last week. He (read)………………….next Sunday. 

III. Read and answer the following questions 

Joan Chen is famous both in China, where he grew up, and in the United States, where she 

now lives. How did Joan become a famous actress in both countries? 

It’s an interesting story. She was born in Shanghai in 1961. When she was 14, some people 

from the studio came to her school and choose her to study at the studio. She was happy 

about this chance, but mainly she liked the idea of getting out of school. Soon, however, 

she discovered that she really liked acting. At the age of 18, she won the Golden Rooster, 

China’s top film award. 

In the late 1970s, Joan’s parents, who were doctors, moved to the United States. Joan joined 

them when she was 20 and went to college there. Her parents hope she would study 

medicine. Instead she majored in films and later she looked for work as an actress. 

Decide True or False.  

1. When Joan Chen was fourteen, some people from the hospital came to her school. 

2. She didn’t feel happy to take this chance. She likes school very much.                          

3. Her parents wanted her to study medicine, but she majored in films.                       

4. Her parents were journalists.    

Answer the questions. 

1/ Where is Joan Chen famous? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2/ Where did she grow up? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3/ What happened to her at the age of eighteen? 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4/ Were her parents nurses? 

..…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5/ When did Joan Chen and her family move to the United States? 

..…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6/ Did she look for a job as an engineer? 

..…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

IV. Rewrite the sentences so that they have the same meaning as the first. Use the given 

cues 

1. Tim’s mother said to Tim : “Turn off the radio.” 

Tim’s mother told ………….……………………….(indirect speech) 

2. This coat isn’t warm. I cannot wear it in winter. 

This coat ..................................................................... (enough) 

3. You have beautiful hair. 

Your hair...................................................................... 

4. I lived on the farm with my grandma ten years ago. 

Ten years ago I used to................................................. 

V. Choose the word that is stressed differently from the others 

1.   A. chemical              B. scissors                 C. medicine             D. precaution 

2.   A. pronunciation      B. invention              C. demonstration      D. communication 

VI. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the 

others  

1.   A. missed                   B. washed                 C. called                     D. watched 

2.   A. character               B. chemical               C. school                    D. change 
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ĐỀ 7 – TRƯỜNG THCS THÁI HÒA 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 

 

I. Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest.  

1. A. color             B. hole                   C. go                     D. toe 

2. A. heat              B. bean                  C. head                  D. team 

3. A. helped            B. booked              C. needed              D. missed 

4. A. time               B. big                      C. live                      D. sit 

5. A these              B. brother                C. thank                   D. that 

II. Choose the best word or phrase that completes each unfinished sentences.  

1. I spend most of my time _________ my friends. 

A. with              B. at                       C. together              D. for 

2. The earth _________ around the sun, doesn’t it? 

A. move           B. moving        C. moves            D. to move                                  

3. You seem _________, Peter. 

A. happy               B. happiness        C. happily             D. happyly 

4. She isn’t old _________ to be in my class 

A. so that              B. enough              C. for                     D. that 

5. My father has _________ 

A. short hair black                           B. short black hair             

 C. black short hair                           D hair short black 

6. I’m going _________ the movie at 8 this evening 

A. see                    B. seeing                C. to seeing       D. to see 

7. It’s difficult for old people to walk _________ or downstairs. 

A. upstairs              B. downstairs           C. inside                D. outside 

8. My sister doesn’t talk much in public. He’d rather_________. 
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A. kind                 B. reserved              C. sociable     D. humorous 

9. What is Mary doing, mom? - She is looking at _________ in the mirror. 

A. her                B. heirs                   C. she herself         D. herself 

10. He had to stay         at home _________ he was ill. 

A. so                  B. because               C. as soon as         D. until 

III. Match A with B for suitable 

A B 

1. Shall we go out for dinner tonight? 

2. Is 8 a.m OK? 

3. Would you like to go to the cinema with 

me? 

4. Can I speak toNamplease? 

5. Let me help you do the housework? 

a. Yes, that’s fine 

b. That’s a good idea 

c. Certainly 

d. That’s very kind of you 

e. Yes, I’d love to 

 

IV. Read the passage then answer the questions.  

Michael Jackson was born inIndiana,USAon 29th August 1958. He was the son of Kathy 

Jackson and Joe Jackson. Michael was one of 9 children, 6 boys and 3 girls. His parents 

taught all of the children to play musical instruments and they formed a band, The Jackson 

Five. They became famous in theChicagoin 1969. The first solo album of Michael was 

“Off the Wall” in 1979. It was the best seller and four tracks from the album were Top Ten 

hits. 

1. Was Michael Jackson born inEngland? 

2. Who were his parents? 

3. Did he have any brothers? 

4. When did they become famous? 

5. What was his first solo album? 

V. Write a question for each situation. Use the words in bracket  

1. Mr and Mrs Vui are going shopping this afternoon( What/ they/ buy?) 

2. Ha is going to a party tonight( What/ she./ wear?) 

3. He is tall and thin ( What/  he/ look like?) 

4. Because I played computer games( Why/ you/ fail / Engilish test?) 
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ĐỀ 8 – TRƯỜNG THCS LÊ VĂN TÁM 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 

 

I. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 

1. She wasn’t old enough…………..in my class 

         A. be                               B.being                     C. to be      

2. He’ll come ……….to pick  you ………….... 

         A. on-in               B. over-on                          C. over-up 

3. Would you like ……….......a message? 

         A. to leave                     B. leave                           C. leaving                

4. Her parents -------------. T.V now.                                

    A.is watching                B. are watching                C. watch 

5. The boy has to finish the work…………. 

        A. herself                        B. himself                     C. itself        

6. We ought ……….the wardrobe in the corner opposite  the bed. 

       A. put                               B. to put                         C. putting                   

7. He is not ……….........get married. (kết hôn) 

       A. enough old to             B. enough old for            C. old enough to      

8. Alexander Graham Bell…………….on March 3 

      A. born                             B. was born                 C. is born 

9. My father used to………….swimming in summer. 

     A. go                                  B. goes                           C. went 

10. I often play soccer……………Sunday afternoon. 

    A. in                                   B. at                            C. on 

11. Don’t come in. Please wait ………… for your turn. 

    A. inside                           B. downstairs              C. outside                  
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12. Next year ,Mr Phong ........................in Da Lat .                                  

     A. will live                         B. lives                        C. lived   

 

II. Read the passage carefully, then answer the questions  

Do you have any close friends? I think everybody at least has one close friend in their life. 

And so do I. I have two close friends, Hanh and Mai .We were in the same class at the 

primary school, and then secondary school .We are also neighbors, so we spend most of 

our time learning and playing together. Hanh is a beautiful girl with big black eyes and an 

oval rosy face .She is an intelligent student who is always at the top of the class. She likes 

reading, and she often goes to the library whenever she has free time .Mai isn’t as beautiful 

as Hanh, but she has a lovely smile and looks very healthy. Mai is very sporty. She spends 

most of her free time playing sports. Mai is a volleyball star of our school. Her jokes always 

make me laugh. I love both of my friends and I always  hope our  friendship will never die. 

1. Does the author ( tác giả) have any close friends? 

…………………………………………………………………… 

2. What does Hanh look  like? 

……………………………………………………………………. 

3. What does she often do in her free time? 

……………………………………………………………………. 

4. Is Mai more beautiful than Hanh? 

 …………………………………………………………………… 

5. Which sport does Mai play in the school team? 

…………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

III. Rewrite the following sentences without changing the original meanings. 

1. Peter is  young . He can’t see the horror film 

Peter is not …………………………............................ 

2. Her hair is long and black. 

She has .......................................................................... 
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IV. Put the verbs in the correct tenses or forms.  

1. Mrs Trang (go)…..................…. to work by bus yesterday. 

2. The moon (move) …............................... around the Earth. 

3. We (have) ………………… a party next Sunday. 
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ĐỀ 9 – TRƯỜNG THCS PHÚC ĐÔNG 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 
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ĐỀ 10 – TRƯỜNG THCS NGUYỄN TÔNG QUAI 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 
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ĐỀ 11 – PHÒNG GD&ĐT SÔNG LÔ 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 
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ĐỀ 12 – SỞ GD&ĐT BẮC NINH 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 
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ĐỀ 13 – TRƯỜNG THCS HẢI YẾN 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 

 

I/ Choose  the word whose underlined part having different  pronunciation  from the 

others 

1. A. chemical       B. character         C. Christmas         D. children 

2. A. couch                      B. ought                   C. counter                D. house 

3. A. reserved                B. stayed                  C. seemed                D. visited 

4. A. emigrate                  B. television            C. experiment        D. exhibition 

II/ Choose the best answer for the following sentences 

1. There is a refrigerator, a table, a stove and a………….in the kitchen. 

A. Fax machine           B. cupboard     C. bookshelf         D. public telephone 

2. Bao spends his free time ………………….volunteer work at a local orphanage      

A. Do                          B. to do            C. doing           D. does 

3. “Hello,Nam. This is my cousin, Thu.”  –“……………………………” 

A. Hello, thank you.      B. It’s my pleasure.   C. It’s great.    D. How do you do, Thu 

4. Alexander Graham Bell was born………….. March 3, 1847. 

A. to                             B. on                           C. at                 D. in 

5.  Lan is not old ………….. to ride her bike to school. 

A. enough                  B. too                          C. much                     D. such 

6. Mrs Vui is going to be home late.Namhas to cook dinner ……………………. . 

A. herself                  B. himself         C. themselves            D.  myself 

7. After  his mother and father died, the boy had to live in the local …………………… 

A. orphanage             B. post office   C. school                     D. library 

8. Can I speak toNancy, please? 

A. No, you can’t        B. Yes, please.  C. I’m sorry. She’s out.  D. Thank you. 

9. We ought .............. up early. 
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A. get                        B. to get                   C. getting                  D. got 

10. You should paint the house........................ 

A. your                    B. yourself               C. myself                     D. herself 

III/ Give the correct form of verbs  

1. The sun ( rise )……………………………in the East. 

2. My brother (paint)……………… this picture yesterday. 

3. Nien wasn’t old enough (be) …………………….. in my class. 

4. There are a lot of black clouds in the sky. It (rain)…………………… 

IV/ Supply the correct form of the word in Capital letters for each gap in the following 

sentences. 

1. This coffee is too ................... to drink. (HEAT) 

2. I can’t tell the ………… between the twins. (DIFFER) 

3. A fairy appeared and ……… changed Miss Tam’s rags into beautiful clothes. (MAGIC) 

4. He drove ………… and he had an accident. (CARE)   

V/ Read the passage, then do the exerces below  

On March 3, 1847, Alexander Graham Bell was born in Edinburgh. He was a Scotman 

although he later emigrated first to Canada and then to the USA in the 1870. In America, 

he worked with deaf-mutes at Boston University. Soon, Bell started experimenting with 

ways of transmitting speech over a long distance. This led to the invention of the telephone. 

Bell and his assistant, Thomas Watson, conducted many experiments and finally came up 

with a device with they first introduced in 1876.Bellsaid on the phone “Mr.Watson, come 

here, I want you”. This was the first telephone message. Traveling all over America, Bell 

demonstrated his invention to the public at countless exhibitions and by 1877 the fist 

telephone was in commercial use.  

True or False 

1. Alexander G.Bell was born inScotland.                           

2. He moved to The USA first.  

3. Thomas Watson is his assistant        .    

4. He demonstrated his telephone to the public in 1876. 

Answer the questions. 
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1. When was Alexander Graham Bell born ? 

2. Who was his assistant? 

3. When did Bell invent the telephone? 

VI/ Rewrite the sentences so that it means the same as the first one, beginning with the 

given words 

1. They intend to visit Nha Trang next week (using “be going to”). 

They _________________________________________________________ 

2. Lan’s hair is long and black 

Lan has________________________________________________________ 

3. You should stay in bed and take a rest 

You ought _____________________________________________________ 

4. He isn’t tall. He can’t stick the picture above the window. 

(Combine the sentences using “enough”) 

He ____________________________________________________________ 
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ĐỀ 14 – TRƯỜNG THCS CHU VĂN AN 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 

 

I. Chọn từ mà phần gạch chân có cách phát âm khác các từ còn lại trong mỗi câu sau. 

1. A. equipment        B. socket       C. customer           D. sentence 

2. A. enough            B. brought      C. ought               D. course 

3. A. choose           B. kitchen       C. chemical          D. chore 

4. A. buffalo            B. wisdom      C. clothes             D. rope 

5. A. match           B. pan      C. transmit        D. safety 

II. Chọn đáp án đúng cho mỗi câu sau. 

6. Yesterday, I ……… to the cinema. 

A. go               B. will go         C. went           D. gone 

7. On the left …… the picture, you can see his grandmother, Jane Cryer. 

A. to         B. from          C. on     D. of 

8. She fell and hurt ……… 

A. her       B. herself    C. himself       D. myself 

9. Let’s go to the theater this evening. 

A. Let us         B. Let me        C. You should          D.  Would you like 

10. They ……… buy a new car next month. 

A. are going to          B. will      C. is going to          D. A & B 

11. My sister and I ……… the cartoons on TV every Saturday last summer. 

A. watch         B. watched      C. watches      D. watching 

12. Water ……… at 1000oC. 

A. boil   B. boiling        C. boils            D. is boiling 

13. I live ……… 20 Oxford Street. 

A. at      B. in      C. on     D. from 
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14. Her new glasses change her ……….. 

A. appear        B. appearance C. appears       D. appearances 

15. I tried       her name but I couldn’t. 

A. remember         B. remembering C. to remember         D. remembered 

16. I ……… badminton but I don’t time have for it now. 

A. use to play           B. used to playing C. use to playing      D. used to play 

17. He decided .......... what would happen. 

A. to stay and see              B. staying and seeing 

C. to stay and seeing             D.  saying and see 

18. He was late, but fortunately his friends waited for him. 

A. luckily         B. magically   C. cruelly        D. lately 

19. You ______ write on the walls. 

A. have to       B. must           C. don’t have to        D. must not 

20. Are Christ going to close his shop early        ? 

A. last night    B. tonight        C. last month  D. yesterday 

III. Tìm lỗi sai trong mỗi câu sau. 

21. That man is (A) going to gets (B) wet because (C) he doesn’t (D) have an umbrella. 

22. Once when I was (A) ten, I used to get sick (B) and went (C) to (D) the hospital. 

23. Lan is (A) not going to (B) buy a big (C) house yesterday (D). 

24. Nam doesn’t have to (A) take his (B) medicine yesterday because (C) he was better 

(D). 

25. We took all (A) the rubbish outside (B) and burn (C) it (D). 

IV. Đọc đoạn văn sau và chọn đáp án đúng cho mỗi thông tin. 

Once a poor farmer had a daughter named Little Pea. After his wife died, the farmer married 

again. His new wife had a daughter, Stout Nut. Unfortunately, the new wife was very cruel 

to Little Pea. Little Pea had to do chores all day. This made Little Pea’s father very upset. 

He soon died of a broken heart. 
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Summer came and went. In the fall, the village held its harvest festival. That year, everyone 

was excited as the prince wanted to choose his wife from the village. Stout Nut’s mother 

made her new clothes for her, but poor Little Pea had none. 

However, before the festival started, a fairy appeared and magically changed Little Pea’s 

rags into beautiful clothes. 

As Little Pea ran to the festival, she dropped one of her shoes and lost it. When the prince 

found the shoe, he decided to marry he girl who owned it. Of course the shoe fitted Little 

Pea, and the prince immediately fell in love with her. 

26. Little Pea’s father was a ....... and her mother died when she was young. 

A. rich farmer  B. poor farmer  C. rich worker D. poor worker 

27. What does “His” in the first line refer to? 

A. Little Pea’s father.   B. Little Pea’s brother 

C. A fairy     D. The prince 

28. Stout Nut’s mother made new clothes for ……… before the festival. 

A. herself        B. Stout Nut    C. Little Pea    D. the prince 

29. The village held its harvest festival in the …….. 

A. fall    B. summer      C. spring         D. winter 

30. Which following sentence is NOT true? 

A. Little Pea’s father died of a broken heart because he was very upset about his new wife. 

B. Little Pea’s step mother made her do chores all day. 

C. Little Pea’s mother made new clothes for Little Pea and Stout Nut before the festival. 

D. The prince decided to marry Little Pea. 

V. Chọn đáp án đúng để điền vào chỗ trống trong đoạn văn. 

Once a farmer lived a (31)……….. life with his family. His chicken laid many eggs which 

the farmer used (32) ......... to buy food and clothing for his family. One day, he went to 

collect the eggs and discovered one of the chickens (33) ........... a gold egg. He shouted 

excitedly to his wife, “We’re rich! We’re rich!”. His wife ran to him and they both looked 

at the egg in amazement. The wife wanted more, so her husband decided (34) …….. open 

all the chickens and find more gold eggs. Unfortunately, he couldn’t find any eggs. When 

he finished, all the chickens were dead. There (35)……… no more eggs of any kind for 

the foolish farmer and his greedy wife. 
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31. A. comfort          B. comfortable           C. unhappily         D. happily 

32. A. sell              B. selling                   C. sold         D. to sell 

33. A. lay              B. laid                   C. to lay              D. laying 

34. A. to cut           B. cutting              C. cut               D. to cutting 

35. A. wasn’t          B. was                 C. weren’t            D. were 

VI. Viết các câu sau theo gợi ý. 

1. I didn’t go to school in the morning last year so I got up late. 

I used ………………………………………………………………. 

2. Lan is only ten years old. She isn’t in my class. (enough) 

Lan isn’t …………………………………………………………… 

3. Last night / she / come home / 10.30 and 11.00. 

……………………………………………………………………… 

4. They plan to invite him for dinner tonight. (be going to) 

They ………………………………………………………………… 

5. Driving too fast is dangerous. 

It’s ………………………………………………………………….. 
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ĐỀ 15 – TRƯỜNG THCS NGUYỄN GIA THIỀU 

Time allowed: 45 minutes 

 

I. Choose the word whose the underlined part is pronounced differently from those of 

the others. 

1. A. humour            B. buffalo       C. uncle          D. cupboard 

2. A. tiger        B. device         C. kind            D. furniture 

3. A. deaf        B. leave           C. peace          D. clean 

4. A. takes       B. works         C. spends        D. looks 

5. A. lived       B. wanted       C. agreed        D. arranged 

II. Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences. 

1. The sun __________in the east. 

A. up     B. goes            C. sets             D. rises 

2. The poster is __________the wall. 

A. in      B. at      C. on     D. for 

3. Lan failed the final exam. She __________to study harder. 

A. must           B. should        C. ought          D. will 

4. Lan is strong __________for her to play sports. 

A. enough       B. too    C. much          D. such 

5. Tuan isn’t upstairs. He is __________. 

A. outside       B. inside         C. downstairs            D. her 

6. He looks at __________in the mirror. 

A. herself        B. himself       C. themselves           D.  myself 

7. Look at the sky. It __________rain 

A. is going to  B. is      C. would         D. has to 

8. “Hello, Nam. This is my cousin, Thu.”  –“ __________” 

A. Hello, thank you.        B. Nice to meet you, too.    
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C. It’s great          D. How do you do, Thu 

9. Let’s __________outside the theater. 

A. meet           B. met   C. to meet        D. meeting 

10.  __________are you going to get there? – By bus. 

A. What           B. When         C. How            D. Where. 

11. She isn’t __________to carry all those boxes . 

A. strong enough     B. enough strong     C. too strong   D. stronger 

12. What does your friend look __________? 

A. likes            B. like   C. likely           D. liking. 

13. I don’t have enough money__________. 

A. buying a new car              B. to a play               

C.  go a holiday           D. to buy a new car 

14. Lan__________a bad cold yesterday. 

A. was have    B. has    C. had   D. having. 

15. Nam watered the plants __________. 

A. myself                  B. himself       C. herself                  D. ourselves 

III. Write the correct form of the verb in the brackets. 

1. I have bought two tickets. My wife and I (see) .................................. a movie tonight. 

2. She (eat) .................................. a lot of ice-cream yesterday. 

3. My dad usually (drink) .................................. alcohol a lot when he was young. 

4. The Sun (rise) .................................. in the East and (set) .................................. in the 

West. 

5. I’m lucky enough (have) .................................. a lot of friends. 

IV. Write the correct form of the word in the brackets. 

1. The kitchen is a .................................. place. (danger) 

2. There’s a very .................................. film on TV tonight. (interest) 

3. People in my country are very warm and .................................. . (friend) 
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4. They enjoyed the .................................. summer evenings in the countryside. (peace) 

5. Those cats look ................................... (love) 

 

 

 


